This paper defends reliabilism against the classic demon world victim thought experiment. In doing so, I underscore two of its key alleged intuitions. I then articulate a host of varied responses open to the reliabilist, arguing that these readily available responses provide the reliabilist with a way to either accommodate or reject these initial intuitions about the demon world victim thought experiment, and in a way consistent with reliabilism. Thus, I conclude that the demon world thought experiment does not undercut reliability as the hallmark of epistemic justification.
Introduction
This paper will defend reliabilism, one of the most prominent versions of externalism, against the classic demon world victim thought experiment. 1 In broad strokes, externalism maintains that a true belief is an instance of knowledge when the belief's content connects in the appropriate way with the part of the world that determines its truth, whether the subject who has the belief is aware of this connection or not.
2 If the appropriate connection is absent, then the given belief is not justified. But, according to many internalists, this violates our fundamental intuitions about epistemic rationality. For, how could this connection (or lack thereof) -which is typically not something one has any direct access to through reflection-provide (or fail to provide) one with justification for thinking one's belief is true? Put another way, if an agent possesses strong internal grounds for her belief, then the lack of an external (typically, causal) connection is irrelevant to the justificatory status of her belief, provided that such a connection is directly inaccessible to that agent. Internalists often try to motivate this objection through reference to the victims of demon worlds. I will defend reliabilism against the demon world victim objection. In doing so, I will offer a host of varied responses open to the reliabilist, clarifying the appropriately salient features present in the demon world scenario. Some of these responses simply deny the validity of the alleged intuitions about the thought experiment, while others accept these intuitions, but argue that they can be ultimately resolved within the reliabilist framework.
1 My focus will be on the simple, ordinary beliefs of the demon world victims. 2 I will be primarily focused on how internalist justification differs from externalist justification, but what I say regarding justification will apply mutatis mutandis to other epistemic concepts. Moreover, when talking about knowledge, there are, of course, Gettier considerations one needs to take into account.
As a brief general characterization, accessibilist versions of internalism hold that all of the factors constitutive of justification need to be "cognitively accessible" to the subject, where "cognitively accessible" refers to access of a certain kind. 3 Acceptable kinds of access for non-inferential justification will include things such as access through reflection or introspection. Internalism requires that all of the features necessary for a belief to be epistemically justified for a given person be available to that person through one of these forms of access.
4 Often, the 3
Internal state versions of internalism, such as Feldman and Conee's mentalism, hold that the essential factors constitutive of justification will be mental states of the subject. However, there may be a worry on these views over whether they are truly internalist views, since reliabilism and other versions of externalism standardly employ mental states in their accounts of justification. Moreover, it is neither necessary nor sufficient that the features literally be internal states qua non-relational properties of the mind. Some forms of internalism allow that things other than mental states can be cognitively accessible, such as universals and sense data; some versions also allow the relevant states in question to be only potentially (i.e. either logically or lawfully possible) accessible (versus actual access). Fumerton, however, thinks that there are problems with construing internalism as either involving internal states or access conditions. Essentially, the claim is that it is not clear how to differentiate internal states from external states; moreover, access requirements are too weak or too strong, either allowing an externalist to hold them or generating regresses, respectively. His own view is that what really differentiates internalists from externalists is the naturalization of concepts and a commitment to either inferential internalism or inferential externalism. See Fumerton [1995] , especially Chapter 3, for a more detailed discussion of this issue.
4
Moreover, a hybrid view will also be an externalist view, such as Alston's [1988] 'internalist externalism'. This sort of view claims that some of the factors required for justification must be cognitively accessible while others need not be. To be sure, there are alternative ways to distinguish between internalism and externalism other than those mentioned above, but many of these attempts are problematic. Briefly, for example, one might attempt to differentiate between internalism and externalism along the issue of 'intellectual integrity' or 'responsibility'. On this score, one might construe internalism as the position which maintains that the subject pursues epistemic goals such as intellectual integrity-so long as we are following the best evidence available to us, we are justified. But, this characterization of internalism is problematicexternalism is not simply the denial of this position. Surely, externalists are also requirement of accessibility is construed in terms of internal states. Externalism, on the other hand, is often viewed as simply a rejection of the thesis of internalism. A preliminary broad characterization of externalism is the view that some of the factors constitutive of justification can be external to the subject. More specifically, externalism allows that at least some of the features necessary for a belief to be epistemically justified for a given person need not be directly accessible to that person. Thus, a person's beliefs might be epistemically justified in virtue of facts or relations that are external to her subjective conception. Of course, externalism can allow reflectively accessible factors, but it denies that what affects justificatory status is restricted to them. According to reliabilism, reliability -a factor external to the subject-is constitutive of justification. Reliabilism is a form of externalism because whether a particular belief-forming process is reliable may not be something a subject has direct access to through reflection. According to a reliabilist foundational account of justification, there are two basic types of justification: the base is non-inferentially justified while the rest of our justification is inferential. The following is a formulation of the base and recursive clauses of a process reliabilist analysis of justification: 5 S's belief that p at t is justified if and only if:
(1) S's belief that p at t results from a process that is (or a process token whose relevant type is) unconditionally reliable and belief-independent (or unconditionally reliable but belief-dependent 6 ) [non-inferential justification] .
interested in epistemic goals, including even, intellectual integrity. In fact, as we will see shortly, many externalists include the notions of 'intellectual integrity' or 'responsibility' in their own analyses. 5 One might wish to add additional conditions to this justification condition when speaking about whether S knows that p. Goldman [1979] , p. 13. 6 I argue elsewhere (J.W. Mulnix [2012] , p. 268) that a process does not need to be belief-independent in order to be unconditionally reliable and justified Tópicos 44 (2013) or (2) S's belief that p at t results from a process that is (or a process token whose relevant type is) conditionally reliable, and the input beliefs into the conditionally reliable process are themselves justified [inferential justification] .
Looking closer at clause (1) above, a belief-independent process does not take any beliefs as inputs, while a belief-dependent process takes (at least some) beliefs as inputs. Unconditionally reliable processes may or may not take (at least some) beliefs as inputs. A process is unconditionally reliable if a sufficient proportion of its output beliefs would be true (and even if any input beliefs were false). Examining our inferential justification clause (2), a process is conditionally reliable when a sufficient proportion of its output beliefs are true given that its input beliefs are true. Conditionally reliable processes always take (at least some) beliefs as inputs. Accordingly, if most of the input beliefs to a conditionally reliable process are false, then it is less likely that the output beliefs will be true. Goldman explains: "A reasoning procedure cannot be expected to produce true belief if it is applied to false premises. And memory cannot be expected to yield a true belief if the original belief it attempts to retain is false."
7 It is still very well possible that a majority of the output beliefs will be true, but at least, this is less likely. Note also that clause (2) specifies that not only must the process at work be reliable (conditionally), but the beliefs inputted non-inferentially. My formulation of non-inferential knowledge then differs in some significant respects from the standard reliabilist formulation as given by Goldman, but is one, I believe, that best captures the reliabilist's commitments, and is something which has been to my knowledge previously overlooked. The key difference between my analysis and Goldman's is the notion of unconditional reliability in the base clause. I think Goldman has missed an important way in which even belief-dependent processes can be unconditionally reliable. See also J.W. Mulnix [2008] .
to the reliable process must be justified. This is so because our analysis of justification is recursive -inferential justification is analyzed in terms of non-inferential justification. With this in mind, we are now ready to examine the demon world thought experiment.
Demon World Victims
Let us begin by imagining a possible world that is governed by an evil demon.
8 This demon deceives all of the world's inhabitants, seeing to it that that their most basic, ordinary beliefs are generally false, even though it seems to the demon world inhabitants that their beliefs are most obviously true. Now imagine that I have a twin in this possible demon world. The presumption in this thought experiment is that my twin and I share the exact same internal phenomenological characteristics (i.e. how things appear to each of us is identical), and we are both thinking that we see a table and adopt the belief that there is a table in front of us. Thus, these demon world victims have the same subjective internal bases for their beliefs that we do in our own world. But, it just so happens we are related to the world differently. I am standing in front of a table but my twin is not. Furthermore, my twin is subject to the machinations of the demon who sees to it that she hallucinates a table when there is no table, so that my twin never gets her perceptual beliefs right. I, on the other hand, am not being manipulated by a demon, and so, usually get things right. Thus, in the demon world, because of the demon's machinations, all of the demon victims' belief-forming processes are unreliable. For example, their simple perceptual, memorial, inductive (and even, perhaps, mathematical) beliefs are massively false, while our beliefs are generally true, even though the internal bases for the beliefs in the two worlds are the same. This thought experiment was initially formulated by Lehrer and Cohen [1983] , though the specifics of the thought experiment in this paper vary from their original formulation.
Tópicos 44 (2013) How would internalism and externalism evaluate this scenario? Focusing only on our simple ordinary beliefs, on any version of internalism our beliefs must have the same justificatory status -they are either justified or unjustified to the same degree. For example, on internal state versions of internalism, both my twin and I are in the same internal states, and so we are both equally justified in our belief about the table. And on accessibilist versions of internalism, we could argue that both my twin and I have direct access to the same features which would justify our belief in the table, namely, our perceptions. Conversely, according to externalism, I am justified while my twin presumably is not. More specifically, on reliabilism, we can point to a difference in the reliability of our processes, i.e. the process my twin is using is unreliable since the demon sees to it she never gets things right.
The key question that the internalist asks the reliabilist is: why, if my twin shares the same internal grounds for her beliefs as I do mine, would she not possess the same justification as I do? Or, is my twin unjustified in her beliefs because her processes are unreliable? But, if she is unjustified in her beliefs (because her beliefs are unreliably produced), in spite of sharing the same internal grounds as I do, then how can my beliefs be justified? The conclusion drawn by internalists is that justification must not simply be a matter of the reliability of one's belief-forming processes. For, because we can acknowledge that the demon victims do possess strong internal grounds for their beliefs even though their beliefs are unreliable, and because we want to attribute justification to these beliefs, reliability cannot be a necessary condition for justification. This objection challenges world, one who reasons according to standard logic and the other who engages in confused reasoning. In this version, the demon ensures that both of their processes are unreliable, and so reliabilism would maintain that both reasoners' beliefs are unjustified. Cohen, however, argues that the reasoner who uses standard logic has justified beliefs. For the purposes of this paper, I have focused on the case in which one of the reasoners has reliably produced beliefs. the core of reliabilism by maintaining that only internal factors matter to justification.
As I see it, the internalist relies on two key alleged intuitions of the demon world thought experiment when motivating this objection to reliabilism: (I1) Whatever we say about the justification of our beliefs in our world, we need to say the same things about the justification of corresponding beliefs formed by the demon victims in their world.
(I2) The victims of the demon world are epistemically "responsible"; as such, their beliefs should be justified, even if it turns out that their faculties are not reliable.
The first alleged intuition is essentially the idea that the justificatory status of my beliefs and my twin's beliefs must be the same, for the reason that the two worlds are relevantly similar. Fumerton [1995] has argued that the demon world thought experiment is actually neutral with respect to whether the demon world victims' beliefs are justified. It only says that if ours are justified so must be theirs; if ours are unjustified, so must be theirs. For Fumerton, whatever we say about the two cases must be the same. Now, since most believe that our world is not a demon world, they would regard our simple basic ordinary beliefs as justified.
10 Thus, assuming for the purposes of this paper that we have ruled out the possibility that our simple, ordinary beliefs are unjustified, I1 ends up being equivalent to the claim that the beliefs are justified in both worlds. To deny the validity of I1 is to argue that the justificatory status diverges due to some salient dissimilarity among the two worlds, with the end result being that in one world the beliefs are justified, while in the other world 10 Though there are those, such as Fumerton, who deny that most of our beliefs about the external world are justified, even in a non-demon world. they are not. Again, this is generally comparable to the claim that our beliefs are justified, while the demon world victims' beliefs are not justified.
The second principal alleged intuition is connected with the notion that 'justification' is fundamentally a normative concept associated with intellectual integrity, subjective rationality, and responsibility. For instance, some internalists maintain that a person whose overall set of beliefs is consistent and coherent is being epistemically "responsible"-the demon world victims are perfectly subjectively rational in their belief systems qua internal coherence in spite of a lack of connection to truth. Others might argue that "epistemic responsibility" is a function of whether a person can explicitly identify what she takes to be a good reason for holding a given belief. While the specifics may vary among different views, the general idea is that the demon world victims are forming their beliefs in an epistemically "responsible" way. This second intuition is also related, in part, to the further idea that 'justification' involves in some way or other "fulfilling one's duties" or being "epistemically praiseworthy" or "epistemically blameless." Of course, many standard internalists (and externalists) reject the idea that epistemic concepts are deontic concepts.
11 Even so, there is a sense in which one can understand justification as a normative concept without committing oneself to the claim that justification involves duties.
12 What is more, that the demon victims' are "doing the best they can" is a common judgment made about the thought experiment, and so it is 11 See, for example, Alston [1985] , Fumerton [1995] , and Conee and Feldman [2001] .
12
It is important to note here that many contemporary externalists, such as Goldman for example, claim that justification is a normative concept. Technically speaking, on Goldman's reliabilism, justification is conceptually analyzed into non-evaluative or non-normative constituents. Goldman [1979] is very clear that the base clause of his account of justification must be non-circular and contain no epistemic terms. In fact, his base clause will only make reference to 'natural' properties. But, his account is still normative, he argues, in that justification, a normative property, supervenes upon these natural properties.
worth the reliabilist's time to consider and defuse this second alleged intuition as well. To deny the validity of I2 is to argue that 'epistemic justification' does not consist in, or at least is not exhausted by, purely internal grounds for believing something to be true, where these internal grounds imply that the agent is either being epistemically responsible or fulfilling her duties.
To be sure, these two intuitions are related. But, the acceptance of I1 still leaves it an open question whether one also accepts I2, since there are many views of epistemic justification (including internalist analyses) that do not link justification with normativity or "responsibility." For example, Richard Fumerton, an internalist, argues that there is no connection between praise and blame on the one hand and justification and rationality on the other. To make a judgment about justification is not to praise or blame either the agent or the belief:
To describe someone as being epistemically justified or rational, unjustified or irrational, in believing P is not in and of itself to make any moral or prudential claim about what he ought to believe. It is not to praise or blame the person for having the belief. It is not, I think, even to praise or criticize the belief. Of course, given certain values, it may be extremely important to us to have justified as opposed to unjustified beliefs.
13
In evaluating these two intuitions, there are four clear routes one could take with respect to them:
(1) Both I1 and I2 are true: We must say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are similar; and 13 Fumerton [1995 ], pp. 19-20. Additionally, Plantinga [1993a 1993b] thinks that deontic concepts (e.g. obligation, duty, what one ought to believe or refrain from believing) are not going to be the kinds of concepts one can plausibly use in the analysis of the third condition for knowledge. Instead, Plantinga uses "epistemic warrant" as whatever it is that must be added to true belief.
Tópicos 44 (2013) we ought to attribute justification in cases when agents are epistemically "responsible."
(2) I1 is true, but I2 is false: We must say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are similar; but justification is not connected to being epistemically "responsible."
(3) I1 is false, but I2 is true: We need not say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are dissimilar; but we ought to attribute justification in cases when agents are epistemically "responsible."
(4) Both I1 and I2 are false: We need not say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are dissimilar; and justification is not connected to being epistemically "responsible."
We can glean a further insight by looking at these alternatives. Namely, even if one is able to deny the first intuition that the justificatory status of the two worlds must be the same, one would still need to say something about whether the demon world victims' beliefs are justified or unjustified. And, if one maintains that the demon world victims' beliefs are indeed unjustified, then one must explain why this is so despite the victims having formed their beliefs in an allegedly "responsible" way.
Actually, I think there is likely a fifth option as well, one that is closely aligned with option (4). Namely: I1 is false, and I2 is irrelevant.
14 This fifth option does not specifically outright deny 14 Actually, I think there is likely also a sixth option, one connected with option (2). Namely, I2 is not necessarily false, but irrelevant. Option (2) endorses I1, which essentially amounts to the claim that the beliefs in both worlds are justified. In this case, one need not take a further stand about epistemic that justification involves being epistemically "responsible" or subjectively rational (perhaps, these are included among the many conditions for justification, for instance), but argues that, in this case, it is irrelevant. It is irrelevant because once we determine that the situations are dissimilar, there is no further compulsion to either accept or reject I2. In a way, this option essentially argues that, once one denies the first alleged intuition, there remains nothing compelling about the second alleged intuition-it is beside the point. In that case, we would actually have (4a) and (4b):
(4a) I1 is false, and I2 is irrelevant: We need not say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are dissimilar; and the question of whether the agents are epistemically "responsible" is beside the point.
(4b) Both I1 and I2 are false: We need not say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds because the situations are dissimilar; and justification is not connected to being epistemically "responsible."
As further explanation, according to a basic straightforward reliabilism, reliability is necessary for justification. Thus, once we responsibility, since the question of whether the demon world victims' beliefs are justified has already been answered. An externalist analysis of this claim could argue that the demon world victims' beliefs are, in fact, justified because their processes are reliable, and this is why we must say the same thing about the beliefs in both worlds. This option could be attractive for those reliabilists who want to base their notion of "epistemic responsibility" in some way on reliability. That is to say, a reliabilist need not outright reject the idea of "epistemic responsibility" when this notion is properly framed within externalist parameters. For our purposes, it is enough to keep in mind that one need not outright reject or endorse the idea of epistemic responsibility when holding the position that the demon world victims do have justified beliefs, for the reason, again, that the justification of their beliefs may or may not be a function of the demon victims' acting "responsibly." determine that the demon world victims' processes are unreliable, the discussion is over -their beliefs cannot possibly be justified because reliability is necessary for justification. That is, at the moment that one of the necessary conditions for justification is not met (i.e. reliability), there is no further need to consider any other possible constituents of justification, and thus, nothing more needs to be said by way of I2.
15 Option (4b), on the other hand, is a stronger "bite the bullet" version of (4a) for the reason that (4b) outright denies that 'epistemic justification' is in any way a function of being epistemically "responsible".
Note also that this paper is focused on available reliabilist replies to the demon world thought experiment, and so, I will not focus on possible internalist responses. Instead, I would like to develop the various ways in which a reliabilist can either deny or accommodate these two intuitions within reliabilism. Again, to be sure, internalists strongly disagree with each other over the question of whether justification is inextricably linked with the notion of duty or praise and blame; and, even if justification is so connected, it is unclear whether justification is exhausted by these other notions. Nonetheless, once again, the claim that the demon victims' are acting "responsibly" is a common judgment made about the thought experiment, and to the extent that some internalists downplay this second intuition, all the better for reliabilists, I think. But, as we will see shortly, some reliabilists try to bring in these notions as indispensable constituents of justification, due in some measure, no doubt, to thought experiments such as this one. My own opinion is that all reliabilists should deny I2 as a feature of the concept of 'epistemic justification', for the only way to really accept I2 is to adopt some form of a virtue externalism or to accept a bifurcation of 'justification'; however, in my view, these responses either appear to be ad hoc, or seem to give too much ground to the internalist. More will be said about this later. 16 In any case, my primary aim in this paper is to show that there are a host of varied responses open to the reliabilist that provide her with a way to defend reliabilism against the demon world objection.
Reliabilist Responses
Now, filling in these general options with the specifics of reliabilism gives us at least the following nine reliabilist responses, as we can separate out at least two different approaches within response (2), and at least four strategies contained by response (4a).
17 After briefly characterizing each of these options below, I will follow with a more extended discussion:
(1) Both I1 and I2 are true:
Move from a Process Reliabilism to a version of a Virtue Reliabilism: the demon world victims' beliefs are justified because justification consists, in part, in exercising "intellectual virtues." And the two situations are similar because "intellectual virtues" are applied rigidly to all possible worlds (e.g. Goldman (1993) and (1999) Though note that this list of nine responses is not meant to be exhaustive of every possible reliabilist response. In fact, one could add several more responses to this list, including the claim that while the demon world victims' processes are reliable, reliability is only necessary and not sufficient for justification; and, the demon world victims do not meet the other reliabilist conditions for justification, such as the lack of available relevant defeaters, etc.
Tópicos 44 (2013) [Response 2] The demon world victims' beliefs are justified because their beliefs are actually reliably produced (and not because they are epistemically "responsible"). The process-types are reliable in both worlds because perceptual beliefs carry with them no ontological commitment-or, we have no de re perceptual beliefs (e.g. phenomenalism).
[Response 3] Clarify the conception of reliability such that the demon world victims do have reliably produced beliefs: The demon world victims' beliefs are justified because their beliefs are actually reliably produced (and not because they are epistemically "responsible"). The processtypes are reliable in both worlds because reliability is tethered to the actual world or a 'normal world' (e.g. Goldman (1979) or (1986)).
(3) I1 is false, but I2 is true:
[Response 4] Bifurcate the concept of justification into "strong" and "weak" components, according to which the demon world victims' beliefs are weakly justified: The two situations are dissimilar in that the demon world victims' processes are unreliable while our processes are reliable. Nonetheless, while the demon victims do not have reliably produced beliefs (and so, their beliefs are not "strongly" justified), the demon world victims do share something in common with us by way of their internal grounds, and thus, their beliefs are "weakly" justified because the demon world victims are epistemically "responsible" (e.g. Goldman (1988)).
(4a) I1 is false, and I2 is irrelevant: the demon world victims' beliefs are not justified because the two situations are dissimilar. The worlds are actually disanalogous. The demon world victims either have: (a) different phenomenal inputs; (b) unjustified input beliefs; (c) different processtypes; or (d) divergent output beliefs. There is no need to take a stand on the question of whether the demon world victims are also epistemically "responsible":
[Response 5] The inputs to the demon world victims' processes are different from our inputs.
[Response 6] Perception is a belief-dependent process, and the demon world victims' background beliefs are unjustified while our background beliefs are justified.
[Response 7] The demon world victims' processes are different from our processes, or their processes are defective, while ours are not.
[Response 8] The demon world victims' output beliefs are different from our beliefs.
(4b) Both I1 and I2 are false:
[Response 9] "Bite the bullet": justification concerns beliefs and not agents. The demon world victims' beliefs are not justified because the two situations are dissimilar: the demon world victims' processes are unreliable while our processes are reliable. What is more, 'justification' is not connected to being epistemically "responsible." Tópicos 44 (2013) Some of these responses deny or sidestep one or more of the alleged intuitions of the demon world thought experiment, while others accept one or more of the intuitions, but show how they can be accommodated within reliabilism. More specifically, in some cases, the reliabilist explains away the thought experiment by showing that it is a mistake to think of the situations as similar in any way, particularly when we focus only on the salient features of the scenario. In other cases, the reliabilist demonstrates that it is a mistake to think that the demon world victims' processes are unreliable. And, in a couple of cases, the reliabilist makes certain concessions to the internalist by trying to accommodate I2 through the use of either "intellectual virtues" or "weak justification." Also note that some of these strategies are interrelated, and in certain cases, the reliabilist can use some of them in conjunction with each other (though note that some responses are mutually exclusive). Now, in what follows, I will offer a more or less extended discussion of each these alternatives.
Response 1: This first type of response actually involves making some measured changes to one's definition of reliabilism, in order to accommodate both intuitions behind the thought experiment. Rather than advocate for a basic version of standard process reliabilism, one might, instead, move to a version of virtue epistemology, such as the reliabilist-brand of virtue epistemology of Goldman [1993] , which he calls "virtue reliabilism."
18 This theory claims that a belief is justified if it results from an "intellectual virtue" and unjustified if it results from an "intellectual vice." We inherit
18
See also Greco and Sosa. Very briefly, Sosa [1985] argues that his view eliminates the tension between internalism and externalism by introducing the notion of "epistemic virtue" and attributing justification to the agent rather than the belief; it is a person-based rather than belief-based approach to justification, and is modeled in many ways on virtue ethics. Though, perhaps not all versions of virtue epistemology will endorse I2 with respect to the demon world victims, depending on the analysis of "epistemic responsibility" (such as whether acting responsibly requires conscious endorsement of a rule or principle).
our list of virtues and vices from our social background. Basically, the concept of 'justified belief' is identified with "belief obtained through the exercise of intellectual virtues (excellences)":
The epistemic evaluator has a mentally stored set, or list, of cognitive virtues and vices. When asked to evaluate an actual or hypothetical case of belief, the evaluator considers the processes by which the belief was produced, and matches these against his list of virtues and vices. If the processes match virtues only, the belief is classified as justified. If the processes are matched partly with vices, the belief is categorized as unjustified….
19
This kind of view addresses the demon world victim cases because an epistemic evaluator will match the demon world victims' perceptual processes to one of the items on her list of intellectual virtues and conclude the victims' beliefs to be justified.
Goldman [1999] further refines his view, stating that there are two stages of judgment on virtue reliabilism: the first stage is actual reliability (not what is judged or believed), and it is the root criterion of justification. Goldman calls this stage the standardselection stage because "it involves the selection of approved epistemic standards, viz., the approved belief-forming processes or methods that confer epistemic warrant." 20 In other words, reliability is the basis for classifying which processes are "good" and which are "bad." The second stage is the standard-deployment stage, wherein members of the community judge whether these chosen standards regarding "good" and "bad" processes apply to particular beliefs (either actual or hypothetical). Thus, what is distinctive about this particular version of reliabilism is that judgments of justification occur at the second-stage, and so, these judgments do not appeal directly to reliability, but instead, to "pattern matching" of particular cases to stored prototypes of "good" and "bad" belief-generating processes.
Moreover, on Goldman's view, the community members apply these standards "rigidly," according to which each of the approved processes are judged to be justification-conferring in any possible world in which they operate. We can see how this approach easily tackles the evil demon problem:
Recalling the demon-world example, it may be asked whether the basis for process evaluation is performance in the actual world or performance in other possible worlds as well. Presumably, evaluators appeal to real-world track records in making their evaluations, but they may also tend to assume that these observed track records can be extrapolated to non-observed and non-actual cases. In general, it is doubtful that ordinary evaluators, who lack ways of thinking systematically about 'possible worlds', use any sharply defined, worldrelativized basis for reliability assessments. The crucial point, however, is that evaluators do not directly apply reliability considerations to novel cases. According to the present theory, they do not say (or think): 'Since perception is unreliable in the demon world, therefore perception-based beliefs in that world are unjustified'. Instead, they use pattern-matching to previously entrenched prototypes to arrive at an epistemic assessment of the target belief. With this understood, we have a form of reliabilism that has notable success in explaining evaluators' judgments in 'hard' cases, that is, cases that are hard for simple reliabilism.
Summarizing, this new variant of reliabilism is able to handle the demon world victim scenario because perceptual processes are on the list of virtues -they are deemed reliable-and so, regardless of the actual number of true or false beliefs produced by such a process in the demon world, the demon world victims' beliefs will be justified. But why, in the standard-deployment stage, are the standards applied rigidly, such that the "good" and "bad" processes are justification-conferring in all the possible worlds in which they exist? It is not clear that our processes have anything to do with the demon world victim's belief-forming processes, and vice versa. Why is the way they form beliefs in any way connected to the reliability of our belief-forming processes?
Moreover, it seems that this theory is able resolve the demon world problem only by creating a bigger "demon": namely, if justification is now dependent on judgments of perceived reliability, has our externalist concept of justification been "internalized"? And what about the possibility of mass confusion about which of our processes are reliable, so that we all determine, for instance, that wishful thinking is reliable while inductive inference is unreliable? Of course, a reliabilist might respond that, despite the fundamental appeal to the subjective perspectives of evaluators, justification is still importantly dependent on external factors, and more importantly, is not something which need be directly cognitively accessible upon reflection -in that sense, it is not "internal." On the strength of that reply, this response could remain a rejoinder at hand to the reliabilist.
Response 2: A second line of response, on the other hand, denies the second intuition, but agrees to the first intuition that the worlds are relevantly similar. More specifically, the response claims that we ought to attribute justification to the beliefs of the demon world victims because the demon world victims actually have reliably produced beliefs. And the second response explains that this is the case because perceptual beliefs carry with them no ontological commitment -we have no de re perceptual beliefs. There are many ways one could go about arguing for this claim, though one particular way would be to adopt a phenomenalist account of sensations. For instance, on phenomenalism, the content of our perceptual beliefs about physical objects are not the objects themselves, but the properties and relations of our sensory experience (e.g. sense-data). Thus, when a demon world victim believes that she sees a table, the content of her belief is simply that she has experienced (or is experiencing or will or would experience) certain sense-data. If this is true, then the demon's machinations will not matter, for all of the demon world victims' perceptual beliefs will be true. 22 Once again, this response challenges one of the alleged intuitions of the demon world scenario by disputing the stipulation that the demon world victims would end up with massively false beliefs, while also preserving the intuition that the demon world victims' beliefs would be justified. The demon world victims' beliefs would be justified because their perceptual belief-forming process is reliable, yielding mostly true beliefs (likely taking the form of subjunctive conditionals that involve the sorts of sensations one would experience given the experiencing of other sensations).
Response 3: The third reliabilist strategy also argues that it is a mistake to think that the demon world victims' processes are unreliable in the first place. This third response is effective because it challenges one of the fundamental presuppositions of the demon world scenario: the reliability of a process is assessed 22 However, this response would not blunt the full force of the thought experiment, were it to include the stipulation that the demon world victims' beliefs about things other than material objects are false as well. Moreover, phenomenalism faces a number of serious questions, such as why it is that our sense-data are obtainable in certain conditions, or how our sense-data are explainable only in terms of other sense-data rather than through presupposing the actual existence of the material objects, etc. There is not room here to discuss the particularities of phenomenalism, though see especially Chisholm [1948] and Fumerton [1985] for more discussion and criticism. Obviously, one could also motivate this particular response without presupposing phenomenalism, such as by adopting a version of a causal theory of perception that contains no ontological commitments.
by its performance in the world of the example. Without this assumption, it is not clear that the thought experiment implies the unjustifiedness of the demon world victims' beliefs. Instead, my twin's beliefs are justified because her belief-forming processes are, in fact, reliable after all. Essentially, this response claims that a reliabilist has at her disposal some alternate interpretations of reliability which render a different epistemic status on the demon world victims' beliefs.
Making the point transparent, within reliabilism, a reliabilist can counter the scenario without modifying anything in the analysis of 'justification', but instead, through re-clarifying the conception of 'reliability' that is the hallmark of reliabilism. For example, if what matters is only the reliability in the actual world, then use of the same (reliable) process-type as in the actual world (e.g. perception of close objects in good lighting) in any other world would also yield justified beliefs, even in a demon world. But, before we can assess whether this "actual world" construal of reliability (or one involving a "normal world") succeeds in resolving the demon world problem, we first need to take an indepth look at the concept of 'reliability' in its various formulations within reliabilism.
Recall that reliabilism defines justified beliefs as those beliefs that are reliably produced. 23 As noted earlier, reliability is a function of processes, more specifically, a function of the relevant type of processes. Problems with distinguishing the relevant type 23 Of course, for a given belief to be justified, being reliably produced alone may not be sufficient: one may need to factor in other possible considerations, such as the availability of relevant defeaters, etc. Also, one needs to delimit the relevant threshold for reliability. This has been interpreted differently by reliabilists. Some reliabilists, such as Kitcher [1980] , require that certain processes (i.e. 'a priori' processes) yield all true beliefs in order to be reliable (they are 'ultra-reliable', to be exact). But for the most part, and even for a majority of Kitcher's processes, yielding more true than false beliefs (i.e. over fifty percent), is sufficient for a process to be deemed 'reliable'.
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Tópicos 44 (2013) of a belief-producing process are beyond the scope of this paper. 24 But, even if the relevant type of process is identified, there still remains the question as to how we are to define its reliability. Moreover, reliabilism is concerned with a process's ability to yield true beliefs in the actual world. That is to say, a reliabilist is interested in determining whether our beliefs are true or false, and so, she will be concerned with figuring out whether the beliefproducing processes we actually have are reliable. But, it remains an open question how one understands the reliability of our processes, and whether other possible worlds will be appealed to in such considerations. Is reliability a function of actual track record or a function of lawful statistical probabilities? And, are we concerned with the process's reliability in this world or in other possible worlds? As will be clear shortly, not all reliabilists restrict their relevant definition of reliability to the operation of our belief-producing processes in the actual world.
It is also important to note that even though the reliability we are concerned with is the reliability of our actual belief-producing processes -those belief-producing processes that humans do, in fact, have in this world-we cannot simply use the actual track record of our belief-producing processes to determine if they are reliable. That is, we cannot just record how many output beliefs are true and how many are false, because some of our beliefproducing processes may have one or no output beliefs. Now, of course, we have not settled the issue of how processes are to be individuated, but it is certainly possible that we have some beliefproducing processes with only one output belief. In these cases, the process would be either 100% reliable or 100% unreliable.
Take, for example, the following scenario: Suppose that I have a belief-producing process that takes as its input my mental state 24 This issue is a particularly troublesome worry, known as the Generality Problem. See especially Feldman [1985] ; Conee and Feldman [1998]; and Feldman and Conee [2002] for a detailed formulation of the Generality Problem, and see Alston [1995] ; Beebe [2004] ; and Alston [2005] for some promising solutions to this problem.
of contemplating who will win the baseball game I am watching, and it outputs the belief that the Padres will win the game. Suppose also that this is the only time I, or anyone, ever utilize this process -it is the only time I or anyone else actually forms a belief in this manner. Now, in our scenario, it turns out that the Padres do win the game. Do we want to say, then, that because the reliability -understood as actual track record-for this beliefforming process is 100%, that this process is reliable? Certainly, this result should strike us as odd. Why do find we this result unintuitive? Basically, we imagine that were I to continue to form beliefs in this manner, I would start accumulating some false beliefs, and so, the opposite conclusion would eventually prove to be the case. It is easy for us to realize that defining reliability in terms of actual track record fails to consider what would be the case were the process to be repeated; in other words, the definition of reliability made no use of counterfactuals. Even if the reliability we are concerned with is the reliability in this world, we must make appeal to counterfactual situations for this world, and this most likely will appeal to possible worlds for the truth conditions for the counterfactuals that are true for this world.
Moreover, we omit a consideration of those possible worlds where the counterfactuals are not true (because there are different laws of nature, and so, the appropriate antecedent conditions are not satisfied), and instead, focus on the closest possible worlds (where the counterfactuals will be true). Thus, reliability is not defined according to what happens in all logically possible worlds. Accordingly, whether or not there may be possible worlds in which its inhabitants are subject to the machinations of a demon will not factor into the determination of the reliability for my belief-producing process, because, presumably, these possible worlds are far enough away from my world (and subject Tópicos 44 (2013) to different laws which render the counterfactuals applying to this world false).
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Note that on this aforementioned account of 'reliability', reliability is relativized to each possible world -reliability is understood in terms of what goes on in that particular world. More specifically, "for any cognitive process C, if C is reliable in possible world W, then any belief in W that results from C is justified."
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Using the counterfactual account given above, the reliability of the belief-producing processes for each world's inhabitants would be determined by reference to the counterfactuals that are true of that world. 27 On this view, then, the determination of the reliability of our processes focuses on the counterfactuals which are true in our world. Even so, it is not altogether clear whether on a relativized conception of reliability we are to configure reliability in terms of either "statistical facts about the actual world, propensities that exist in the actual world, or counterfactuals about what would occur in the actual world were a belief-producing process used long enough." Even if we could say that my process and the process of my demon world twin are of the same type, reliability is not calculated according to one general type: the unreliability of my twin's process will not negatively affect the reliability of my process, in that the false beliefs produced by her perceptual process are not factored into calculating whether my perceptual process yields more true than false beliefs -I do not need to weigh in the false output beliefs of my twin's perception process-type when figuring out whether my perception process-type is reliable. This does not mean, however, that a given process must enjoy the same reliability over all possible worlds, unless one construes reliability by reference to a "normal world", to be discussed shortly. 28 Fumerton [1995] , p. 114. Fumerton also notes that talk about propensities might even essentially reduce to a type of counterfactual account. An alternative concept of relativized reliability is offered by Alston [1995] : "A process type is reliable if and only if it would yield a high proportion of truths over a wide range of situations of the sort we typically encounter where 'we' refers to human beings on Earth" (p. 27). The next step would then be to figure out what situations are those under which a process "normally" or "typically" And, while this account seems to get things correct with regard to us, nevertheless we may conclude that this account is incorrect if it gets us the "wrong" results in demon worlds. That is, if our intuitions tell us that the demon world victims possess justified beliefs, but according to the relativized interpretation of reliability, the demon world victims' beliefs are not justified (because their processes turn out not to be reliable when considering only the counterfactuals that are true in their world), then, perhaps, we ought to rethink our definition of reliability. 29 Indeed, there are other diverse ways to understand reliability, ways which would allow us to accept I1 and the claim that the two worlds are relevantly analogous. These alternative interpretations of reliability (i.e. "actual world" reliability and "normal world" reliability) allege that the same concept of reliability applies to both worlds. On these accounts, the reliability of the demon world victims' process-type is judged either according to the reliability of the operation of that process-type in the actual world or in a normal world; accordingly, the demon world victims' beliefs are justified. Once again, however, the second intuition that this justification involves some notion of "responsibility" is rejected, or at the very least, irrelevant.
The first option is to judge the reliability of belief-forming processes in all worlds according to the operation of belief-forming processes in our actual world. This sort of move is proposed by Goldman [1979] , when he suggests that, instead of a belief in possible world W being justified if and only if it results from a cognitive process C that is reliable in W, a belief in possible world W will be justified if and only if it results from a cognitive process functions. But this is some kind of indication of how reliability would be determined without reference to possible worlds, and yet, still be relativized to environment.
29
Or perhaps not. Instead, the reliabilist could revert to one or more of the other proposed nine reliabilist responses. Alternatively, the internalist might argue that this fact shows that reliability is irrelevant to one's justification for a given belief. that is reliable in our world. That is, a belief in possible world W is justified if it results from a process that is reliable in our actual world. This is supposed to solve the problem because the only reliability we are concerned with is the reliability of beliefs formed in our world, and presumably, our world is not manipulated by a demon. Nonetheless, this sort of move should strike us as troubling. Once again, it is unclear that our processes have anything to do with the demon world victims' processes -why is the way they form beliefs in any way connected to the reliability of our belief-forming processes? Assuming we can even identify a similar type across the two worlds, why should we think that the reliabilities are thusly so connected? This method of resolution utilizing the actual world seems unintuitive. What is more, this response appears to deny the fundamental externalist insight that justification is strongly linked with the having of true beliefs (for the reason that the demon world victims' beliefs would be justified in spite of being false), which is also unacceptable.
Perhaps, a more initially plausible alternative is to modify the concept of reliability from a relativized-to-environment tendency or an actual world tendency, instead, to a "normal world" tendency. On this view, the reliability of all worlds is tethered to the reliability in a "normal world." The rough idea is to understand a "normal world" along the lines of a possible world ordering procedure, along the lines of work done by Nozick. 30 Of course, Goldman does not provide a precise formulation of a "normal world," admitting that such a notion is "quite vague," but what he does say is the following:
We have a large set of common beliefs about the actual world: general beliefs about the sorts of objects, events, and changes that occur in it. We have beliefs about the kinds of things that, realistically, do and can happen. Our beliefs on this score generate what I shall call the set of normal 30 Such as in Nozick [1981] .
worlds. These are worlds consistent with our general beliefs about the actual world. (I emphasize 'general', since I count worlds with different particular episodes and individuals as normal.) Our concept of justification is constructed against the backdrop of such a set of normal worlds. My proposal is that, according to our ordinary conception of justifiedness, a rule system is right in any world W just in case it has a sufficiently high truth ratio in normal worlds. Rightness is rigidified for all worlds; but it is rigidifies as a function of reliability in normal worlds, not reliability in the actual world.
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The upshot to this account of reliability should be clear: if reliability is determined according to a process's function in a normal world, then the demon world victim's beliefs are justified in spite of operating unreliably in their world. That is, while the operation of the demon world victims' belief-producing processes are unreliable in their demon world, the process-types are (likely) reliable in a "normal world."
Yet, this approach faces formidable obstacles, not the least of which is the problem it creates for the inhabitants in our world, for us. Namely, how does our actual world relate to a "normal world"? Is seems possible that there could be process-types that would be unreliable in a normal world, but which operate reliably in the actual world, or that there are process-types that are reliable in our world, but which could be non-existent in a normal world. It seems, then, that the normal world approach of defining reliability only solves the demon world problem by, once again, creating a bigger "demon": it severs the connection of reliability with the actual world. What is more, this solution also has the strikingly odd consequence of removing reliabilism from securing a connection between justification and truth, which, 31 Goldman [1986], p. 107. again, is one of the driving motivations underlying reliabilist accounts of justification. Fumerton explains: "Unless one has some independent reason for believing that this is a normal world, why would the concept of justification even be important to a truth seeker when it is now so obvious that having justified beliefs need not even make probable having true beliefs?" 32 Even more troubling, how does one determine exactly which processes are reliable in a normal world? Fumerton explains the problem as follows:
…Goldman suggests that we understand the reliability that determines the justification of someone's belief always by reference to reliability in normal worlds, where normal worlds are defined by reference to certain sorts of fundamental beliefs people have about this world. It is never all that clear which beliefs are to be included among the fundamental beliefs. They presumably include such presuppositions of our ordinary thought as that there is a past and that our memory has something to do with it, that there is an external world and that perception is causally affected by what happens in that world, and so on. We are not supposed to build so much into the characterization of a normal world that it becomes analytic that any process we take to be reliable is reliable, but it seems to me, nevertheless, that it may end up being analytic that certain fundamental processes we take to be reliable are reliable. 33 Thus, such a decision appears either to outright beg the question -by presupposing beliefs that are true of the actual world-or it makes the judgment an analytic truth, which is highly dubious. 32 Fumerton [1995], p. 115. 33 Ibid., p. 114.
Even Goldman himself no longer adheres to this "normal world" account of reliability, opting instead for his virtue reliabilism, which would be a variation on the first response. Of course, one need not move to a virtue reliabilism if one is unsatisfied with Goldman's account of a "normal world"; one could simply return back to the actual world account of reliability offered earlier in this response, as proposed by Goldman [1979] . 34 And because an actual world account of reliability does confer justification on the beliefs of the demon worlds victims, this response does provide the reliabilist with a way to accept the first intuition of the thought experiment while remaining consistent with reliabilism.
Response 4: The fourth reliabilist response explicitly endorses the second alleged intuition that the victims of the demon world are epistemically "responsible" by way of doing everything they can from their subjective perspective to act in the pursuit of truth, and so, it holds that their beliefs should be justified, even if it turns out that their belief-forming processes are not reliable. Thus, this view accommodates the second intuition by arguing that in the demon world case, the demon world victims do have something going for them epistemically, but it is not the typical reliabilist analysis of justification. Essentially, this line of response modifies the reliabilist analysis of 'justification' by bifurcating the concept of justification into two kinds: "strong" and "weak." "Strong
34
The key difference between the actual world account of reliability involved in Response 1 and the actual world account of reliability in Response 3 is that Response 1 involves making changes to the analysis of justification -thus transitioning away from a process reliabilism to a virtue reliabilismby way of introducing two stages of judgment, while Response 3 sticks with simple process reliabilism, but simply tinkers with the relevant understanding of reliability. It is true that Response 1 also utilizes an actual world account of reliability, but within a different framework of justification: the reliability that serves as the basis for the selection of standards in the standard-selection stage is of those belief-forming processes operating in the actual world; these standards are then applied rigidly to all possible worlds (including demon worlds) in the standard-deployment stage. Accordingly, the actual world account of reliability in Response 1 confers justification on the beliefs of the demon world victims.
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35 "Weak justification," on the other hand, derives not from reliability, but from "epistemic blamelessness," where a subject is acting as best she can epistemically -she does not believe the process to be unreliable, nor has she any reliable way of discovering that it is unreliable. Weak justification allows for a distinct mode of assessment of the justificatory status of a belief, where what matters is whether the belief was formed in accordance with the believer's standards:
S's belief is weakly justified at the primary level if (1) the cognitive process that produces the belief is unreliable, but (2) S does not believe that that producing process is unreliable, and (3) S neither possesses, nor has available to him/her, a reliable way of telling that the process is unreliable. Finally, a further condition may be appropriate: (4) there is no process or method S believes to be reliable which, if used, would lead S to believe that the process is unreliable.
36
Weak justification, then, attributes a kind of justification to an agent's belief if this belief is formed in a responsible manner. In this sense, weak justification seems intimately connected to the "epistemic responsibility" of the agent. On this proposed solution, we can say of my twin that her beliefs, though strongly unjustified, are weakly justified. Consequently, this response accepts the second intuition that the demon world victims are acting "responsibly"
35
The precise formulation is as follows: "S's belief that p is strongly justified if and only if (1) it is produced (or sustained) by a sufficiently reliable cognitive process, and (2) that the producing process is reliable is not undermined by S's cognitive state" (Goldman [1988] , p. 59).
36
Ibid.
by noting that we do share something in common with the demon world victims, namely, "weak justification." 37 However, note that this fourth response also denies the first intuition that we must say the same thing about the justificatory status of the beliefs in both worlds. It denies this first intuition by acknowledging that there is a type of justification -"strong justification"-that I possess, but that my twin does not.
Still, it is unclear that such a maneuver is not ad hoc, as some argument must be made for why we need two concepts of justification. We should be wary of positing additional concepts when one could suffice. Moreover, some argument must also be given for the claim that one of these forms of justification is "strong" while the other is "weak", and which one is which -why is the justification tied to reliability strong rather than weak, for example? More importantly, these two concepts of 'justification' appear wholly unrelated. Weak justification seems concerned with the epistemic blamelessness of an agent, while strong justification is connected to the reliable formation of the belief; in that case, why not use two distinct concepts to reflect this difference, one concept that signals only the evaluation of an agent rather than the belief (we might call this concept 'subjective rationality') -while the other concept designates only the evaluation of a belief, which is already reflected in our standard concept of 'justification'. This line of thinking might be used to motivate Response 9, which we will consider later. But, there are many reliabilist responses that we have yet to consider. As with this fourth response, the remaining five responses will also deny the first intuition; but, in contrast with this fourth response, they will either ignore or reject the second intuition.
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Of course, an internalist might simply reply to this response by arguing that there is nothing "weak" at all about the justification possessed by the demon world victims -the demon world victims' beliefs are either justified or unjustified (for internalists, presumably, their beliefs are justified), and there are not two distinct concepts of justification in play.
Response 5: One way to deny similarity between the two worlds is to argue that the inputs to the demon world victims' processes are different than the inputs to the processes when used in the actual world. This sort of response essentially denies the first alleged intuition that whatever we say about our world we need to say about the demon world, because it denies a similarity between the two worlds. Indeed, as I noted previously, it seems that one fundamental presupposition of the demon world thought experiment is that the two types of people have indistinguishable phenomenological experiences. Fumerton presents it this way: Let us suppose that the 'software' in the minds of demon-world dwellers is precisely the same as the 'software' in our minds, and that the input and the output beliefs in both worlds are exactly the same, the input being that something like the data received through the five senses, the output being commonsense beliefs about the physical surroundings.
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Figuring out whether my twin and I do indeed share indistinguishable phenomenological experiences naturally raises the question as to how to characterize the relevant inputs to our belief-forming processes.
39 Views differ over how to understand the relevant input: one might argue that the input "begins at the surface of the skin, or farther in at some point where conscious experience begins, or farther out in an external cause of the experience." 40 In the case of visual belief-formation, Alston argues that the relevant input is the conscious perceptual experience. 41 38 Fumerton [1995], p. 113. 39 And this, of course, begs the question as to how to characterize the belief-producing process as well. See n. 24 in this paper. 40 Conee and Feldman [1998] , p. 27, n. 21. 41 Alston explains the reasoning for his position: "If the epistemic status of a belief is a function of the reliability of the process that generates the belief, it is the reliability of the psychological process that is crucial. Looking at perceptual Tópicos 44 (2013) Certainly, if a reliabilist understands a belief-forming process in terms of inputs where the causal chains terminate in the mental states of the subject, then it is plausible that the demon world victims might have the same inputs as people in the actual world, since their conscious perceptual experiences would likely be indistinguishable from ours. 42 However, there may be an important sense in which one could consider the inputs significantly different: Their perceptual inputs don't come from the same causal origin. 43 A maneuver the likes of this might be able to provide the reliabilist with some basis for a relevant distinction between the actual world and the demon world. It would then make sense that the demon world victims' processes might not be reliable because processes are reliable relative to certain inputs and conditions. Correlatively, it would also make sense that the demon world victims would have unjustified beliefs while our beliefs are justified.
Response 6: The sixth, related response also denies a resemblance between the two worlds. It does so by pointing to the belief-dependent nature of the belief-forming process in question. For instance, one standard view in the philosophy of perception is that perception is a belief-dependent process, taking in all sorts of background beliefs in addition to sensory inputs. belief formation, no matter how exemplary the path of the light rays from the surface of the perceived object to the retina, and no matter how finely tuned the neural transformations involved in the pathway from the eye to the brain, if the belief is not formed on the basis of the conscious presentations (and/or its neural correlate) in a truth-conducive way, the belief will lack the epistemic desideratum that is stressed by reliabilism" (Alston [1995] , p. 12).
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Tracing the causal chains back any further threatens to trivially include the truth-maker (the physical object which is the subject of the belief), and hence, would make the process 100% reliable; but, this would violate the intuition that one needs to allow the possibility for a false justified belief.
These background beliefs might include such beliefs as 'My experience conforms to normal conditions'; 'Objects that look like x are x'; or 'I am not currently being deceived by an evil demon', etc. Now, while these background beliefs are true in the actual world, they are not true in the demon world. Correspondingly, it is likely these background beliefs are not justified in the demon world either (of course, one could try to focus on challenging this claim instead). Essentially, this is a variation on the idea that the demon world victims are working with different kinds of inputs to their belief-forming processes, but this time, the dissimilarity is not in the conscious perceptual experiences, but rather in the justificatory status of the associated background beliefs. Since these background beliefs -which are also inputs to the beliefproducing process-are not justified, the demon world victims' output perceptual beliefs are accordingly not justified. Thus, once again, this allows us to make sense of the fact that the demon world victims would have unjustified beliefs while our beliefs are justified.
Though, note that this sixth response would be limited in that it applies only to those processes that can reasonably be construed as belief-dependent. For instance, if the demon sees to it that the demon world inhabitants believe in necessarily false basic axioms of geometry on the basis of counterfeit contemplations, then it seems as if the belief-forming process would be the same in our world as in the demon world, and so, this type of reply would not successfully explain away similarity in these non-inferential cases. But, one could then appeal to a difference in inputs in those cases. Or, one could simply deny that any justification is non-inferential and argue that all of our belief-forming processes are in some way or another belief-dependent; of course, my own foundationalist position is incompatible with this latter route. In any case, most often the demon world victim thought experiment focuses on the victims' perceptual processes.
Response 7: A reliabilist could deny correspondence between the two worlds by arguing that the perceptual belief-forming process-type used in the demon world is different from the processtype used in the actual world. Again, this kind of response would first require a specification of what one means by a 'process'. The two most likely candidates seem to be that processes are either mechanisms or functional states, the difference being that mechanisms do not appear to outright preclude the same process from taking different inputs as relata, while functional states are defined by the very inputs themselves, which would then make it impossible for the very same process-type to take different relata as inputs. Thus, depending on one's account of processes, one might be able to make sense of the fact that my twin and I literally have different process-types, because we have different inputs (along the lines of either response five or six above).
Yet, even if we assume in the demon world and in our world the same process-type is used, we might argue that one of these processes is "defective" because belief-forming processes are designed only to handle certain kinds of inputs, namely those that arise from a particular causal origin. That is to say, the belief-forming process in the demon world is not equipped to accommodate certain inputs, namely "demon" inputs.
44 Thus, because the demon victims' inputs are fabricated, the process outputs false beliefs, and this is the explanation for why the demon world victims' process-type is not reliable, and hence, why their beliefs are not justified. Perhaps, an analogy might help here. Say, Claudia and Steve both have cars with the same type of engine. Claudia puts gasoline in her car and her engine works just fine. Steve, on the other hand, fills his car with orange juice and
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This could be understood either in a Plantinga-style "proper function" sense (see, for instance, Plantinga [1993a] and [1993b] ), or in an evolutionary sense. For instance, the reliability of a particular process might have an evolutionary explanation, where "the process exists as a result of being truthconducive. …The existence of an evolutionary explanation (involving the past truth-conducive character of certain ways of arriving at belief) would be sufficient for a non-reflective (instinctive) reliable belief-producing process to yield apt belief" (Fumerton [1993] , pp. 6-7 -though the context in which this statement is made is in describing Sosa's views).
his car won't work. There is initially nothing wrong with Steve's engine-it is just that he puts in the wrong kind of input: one the engine was not designed to take in. Thus, now Steve's engine is "operationally defective," and his car cannot run. Returning to the demon case, what I have in mind here is, perhaps, there is nothing wrong with the belief-producing processes of the demon world inhabitants, but they are rendered unreliably "defective" given inappropriate inputs. Once again, the attempt here is to deny the alleged intuition that whatever we say about our world we need to say about the victims of the demon world.
Response 8: The eighth line of response yet again denies similarity among the two worlds. It does so by arguing that, in fact, the demon victims have different output beliefs than we do. Accordingly, we do not need to say the same thing about these two worlds because there are different beliefs in question. This strategy would utilize the insights of an externalism about meaning or mental content. For instance, on Kripke's [1972] and Putnam's [1975] causal theory of reference, the meaning and reference of natural kinds are determined in part by the surrounding environment. Thus, my duplicate twin's belief about a table in the demon world refers to something different than my belief about a table in the actual world. On mental content externalism, because external factors -whether these involve social communities and institutions (Burge [1979] ), or the chemical composition of natural kinds (Putnam [1975] )-are literally constitutive of belief-states, the demon world victims' beliefs would be different from our beliefs by virtue of being in a different environment with a different causal relation. That is, the demon world victims would have beliefs with different content. So, even if my twin and I are intrinsically alike in terms of conscious perceptual experiences, we hold different beliefs because beliefs do not supervene on intrinsic facts alone. 45 It follows, then, that because my twin and I
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Obviously, much more would need to be said here. For instance, it is not clear whether Burge's [1979; social externalism would work here since, presumably, the massive deception is not limited to a single case, but to all the literally hold different beliefs, these beliefs need not be justified or unjustified to the same degree.
Response 9: The final reliabilist response, and my own preferred response, is to "bite the bullet" by denying both of the alleged intuitions of the thought experiment.
46 First, the reliabilist can deny that we need to say the same thing about the two worlds because justification concerns reliability rather than purely internal factors, and in one world the beliefs are reliably produced, while in the other world the beliefs are not. Second, the reliabilist can deny that we ought to attribute any justification to the demon world victims' beliefs simply on the basis that they were being epistemically "responsible" for the reason that justification concerns beliefs and not agents. 47 On reliabilism, a belief is justified if it results from a reliable belief-producing process. Accordingly, the beliefs of the demon world victims' are unjustified, and as such, the reliabilist analysis of justification gets things right. It is irrelevant that their beliefs are false through no fault of their own.
This view explains that the temptation to attribute justification to the demon world victims' beliefs results from confounding one sense of epistemic evaluation with another, namely confounding residents of the demon world. Moreover, one would need to say more by way of defending the presumed distinction between 'narrow' and 'wide' content (and the relation of externalism to each type), as well as the connection between the psychological contents of one's belief-states and the linguistic contents of thatclauses involving belief ascriptions. Finally, it is not clear whether externalism applies to all beliefs or to only those beliefs involving 'deferential concepts' that involve fundamentally social elements. For example, externalism appears unable to handle the cases in which the demon world victims' hold false beliefs about basic logical axioms. The literature surrounding externalism is vast, though Brown [2004] is a useful resource for further discussion of this issue. 46 See my J.W. Mulnix, "Reliabilism, Demon Worlds, and Two Senses of Epistemic Evaluation" (in progress) for a defense of this position. Versions of this position also seem to be defended in Bach [1983] and Engel [1992] . 47 The view that the concept of the justification of a belief should not be tied to the blamelessness of the agent has been advocated by others before. See Pryor [2001] for a nice overview of the discussion, including both internalists and externalists who deny any form of justification tied to deontic concepts. the sense of epistemic evaluation concerned with agents (along the lines of 'subjective rationality' or some related concept) with the sense of epistemic evaluation concerned with beliefs ('justification') . 48 Yet, these two distinct senses do not represent a bifurcation of justification in the way Goldman advocated for above in Response 4. Rather, I think while there are two senses of epistemic evaluation, there is only one straightforward notion of justification, that which concerns beliefs. Instead, the two senses of epistemic evaluation correlate to the distinction between the evaluation of agents -in terms of their subjective rationality and not in any moral sense-and the evaluation of beliefs. That is, there is a sense in which one might believe what one is not justified in believing, and hence, be unjustified in one's belief; but yet, because this belief makes sense within one's belief system, and so one is adhering to some sort of subjective rationality, this may render one either epistemically "responsible" or "blameless." 49 Nonetheless, justification proper concerns the evaluation of beliefs, and so we should not attribute justification to the beliefs of the demon world victims, even if there is some sense in which they are epistemically blameless.
It might be helpful to draw upon an analogy with a utilitarian ethics here. 50 According to certain forms of utilitarianism, it is 48 Again, not all reliabilists will be comfortable separating out the evaluation of beliefs apart from the evaluation of agents, especially on many forms of virtue reliabilism. For a competing view, see Greco [2006] . Though again, it should be emphasized that there are many internalists who also advance the view that justification concerns beliefs and not agents, such as Fumerton [1995] . 49 And the reverse is also possible: Failing to believe what one is justified in believing.
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I think the analogy between reliabilism and utilitarianism is particularly apt here, for the reason that both theories share an affinity by way of their naturalism based in externalist causal considerations. To be sure, this analogy will not work with many other ethical views, such as Kantianism, where it is not possible to separate out an evaluation of a moral action from the agent. And of course this makes sense given that I am denying that justification is a deontic concept. To the extent that one is resistant to utilitarianism one will find my simply a mistake to think that there is any necessary connection that holds between the moral evaluation of an agent and the moral evaluation of an action. Accordingly, it is quite common for us to say things like:
She did/would have done the right action, but she was not praiseworthy/would not be praiseworthy (or perhaps even, would be blameworthy) for doing so.
She did/would have done the wrong action, but she was blameless/would be blameless (or perhaps even, would be praiseworthy) for doing so.
In many of these cases, the subjects either have good reasons to believe the opposite of what turns out being the case, or the subjects lack good reasons to believe what turns out to be the case.
In response to the question -"When are moral agents deserving of praise or blame?"-it is natural to respond that they are deserving of praise insofar as they have done the right thing, and conversely, are blameworthy when they have behaved wrongly. Of course, this is not the only possible answer to the question. In fact, one of John Stuart Mill's valuable insights is that a person's character may not be tied to the performance of right acts. That is, whether a person does the right thing in a particular case may or may not be relevant to whether that person ought to be praised or blamed for their action. Given Mill's views about knowing the future consequences of our present acts, it is quite possible for an agent to do the wrong thing, in the sense that the action she chooses results in a lower utility than alternatives, and yet, be such that she is entitled to praise (or at least, not blame). In other words, the moral agent is not judged according to her having acted rightly or wrongly, but instead, on other grounds.
analogy less than compelling. Nevertheless, for a nice thorough account for why a utilitarian might be inclined to draw out a separation between the evaluation of agents and actions, see M.J. Mulnix [unpublished manuscript]. Tópicos 44 (2013) Mill is not concerned to explicate how we ought to evaluate moral agents, but he does suggest that there may be several factors. It might be whether the person had rational beliefs concerning the likelihood of their action to promote general welfare, but it might instead be whether the person had good intentions or acted virtuously. Whatever the basis for the moral evaluation of agents, it is not part of the analysis of right action.
On the simplest form of act utilitarianism, crudely put, an action is right or wrong depending on whether it results in the best consequences relative to alternative possible actions. Evaluating the moral rightness or wrongness of an action involves no reference to the agent's intentions or motives or character; moreover, it is the action that is the subject of evaluation and not the agent doing the action. The scope of the Utility Principle is limited only to the evaluation of moral acts and does not include the moral character of agents. Indeed, note Mill's own discussion of this issue in Chapter Two of Utilitarianism:
He who saves a fellow creature from drowning does what is morally right, whether his motive be duty, or the hope of being paid for his trouble…. But the motive, that is, the feeling which makes him will so to do, when it makes no difference in that act, makes none in the morality: though it makes a great difference in our moral estimation of the agent, especially if it indicates a good or a bad habitual disposition -a bent of character from which useful or from which hurtful actions are likely to arise.
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Right action is right, according to Mill, regardless of the reasons for acting. In fact, Mill's own example of the man who saves someone from drowning in the hopes of a reward shows 51 Mill [1861] , Chapter 2, paragraph 19, including footnote. that he thought a person can do the right thing even if they do so for quite insidious reasons. Mill elaborates:
These considerations [about praiseworthiness and blameworthiness] are relevant, not to the estimation of actions, but of persons; and there is nothing in the utilitarian theory inconsistent with the fact that there are other things which interest us in persons besides the rightness and wrongness of their actions. ... [Utilitarians] are also aware that a right action does not necessarily indicate a virtuous character, and that actions which are blamable often proceed from qualities entitled to praise. When this is apparent in any particular case, it modifies their estimation, not certainly of the act, but of the agent. 52 It seems clear that the rightness of an action should not be identified, even partially, with the agent's having justified beliefs regarding the likely results of their behavior. Although the having of such beliefs as a motive for acting the way we do might factor into others' estimation of us as "good" or "bad" persons (among other considerations), it is not relevant to the moral status of the actions we perform. Mill was not concerned to explain how it is that we should evaluate character, though he does hint that motives, reasons, and sincerity of intentions may play some role.
Let us motivate these ideas with an example: For instance, on actual consequence versions of utilitarianism (where the consequences that matter are the actual outcomes as opposed to probable or possible outcomes), an agent who enters the mall and shoots the first person she sees-which person happens to be a terrorist about to detonate a bomb that would kill everyoneundertakes the right action, despite having no intention whatsoever to save any lives. The best consequences were produced through her action. On the actual consequence version of utilitarianism, her action promoted the greatest utility; nonetheless if one were asked whether or not the agent was "praiseworthy," the answer would be less clear, and likely, negative.
In this and other cases, the moral status of the action is conceptually distinct from any moral evaluation of the agent. Fumerton puts the point this way:
Those moral philosophers who support an actual consequence act conception of right action nearly always try to 'soften' the view and make it more palatable by distinguishing sharply the concept of a good person from the concept of a person who (usually) does the right thing. The good person, it will be argued, should be understood in terms of her intentions. ... Praise and criticism, reward and punishment, the argument continues, is much more appropriately tied to evaluation of a person's motives in acting rather than the rightness or wrongness of her action. 53 Moreover, in many cases, one is not able to foresee the actual consequences of a situation, so that one might be perfectly justified in performing a particular action that nonetheless turns out to have consequences other than those intended. In other words, a moral agent has no access to future states of affairs, including those that follow from her presently behaving in certain ways. Thus, it seems obvious that either utilitarianism demands the impossible from moral agents, or else there needs to be some way of evaluating the choices a person makes other than the rightness or wrongness of her action. Now, why might we think that this analogy with utilitarian ethics is useful? Well, it does seem as if we can draw a connection between epistemic rationality and normative rationality. Indeed, 53 Fumerton [1990] Using this analogy, it is unclear why my twin's "blamelessness" should at all enter into our analysis of the justification of her beliefs. Like certain views in ethics which mistakenly conceptually link the moral status of an action with the moral character of an agent, epistemic internalists, too, mistakenly connect the justification of a belief to the epistemic "responsibility" of the subject. Reliability is a theory of justification, which concerns the epistemic status of beliefs, not of agents; as such, the demon world victims, try as they might, have massively unjustified beliefs. Simply put, there is nothing "good" about the demon world victims beliefs, and though it is through no fault of their own, they do not have justified beliefs. It follows from these considerations that it is possible for a subject to be "epistemically praiseworthy" with mostly unjustified beliefs and "epistemically blameworthy" with mostly justified beliefs.
Concluding Remarks
As a final point, perhaps the most natural response to offer the internalist is simply to say: if the result that the demon world victims' beliefs are unjustified strikes you as odd, the oddity of the outcome is not a function of the reliabilist account, but of the possible worlds we are being asked to consider. In other words, when considering odd possible worlds in which there are typically normal, and yet unreliable, belief-producing processes, it should not alarm us that these typically justified beliefs get classified as unjustified. Again, the oddity or lack of "intuitiveness" present is due to the odd type of world we are being asked to imagine, and 54 See Fumerton [1990] for a compelling argument that the epistemic and moral "ought" share a similar structure.
Tópicos 44 (2013) hence, does not necessarily represent a bona-fide counterexample to the reliabilist position. This raises an interesting question about the role of intuitions in counterexamples to proposed definitional analytic truths about justification, but there is not room here to discuss this particular issue. Nonetheless, we ought to be cautious about relying too heavily upon certain intuitions about other possible worlds that heavily rely on intuitions about our own world.
In conclusion, I have canvassed a number of readily available reliabilist responses to the demon world objection. Once the appropriately salient features of the demon world scenario were clarified, it became clear how certain intuitions could either be accommodated or discarded within the reliabilist framework. While some of these reliabilist responses simply denied the validity of the alleged intuitions about the thought experiment, others accepted these intuitions, but argued that they could be ultimately resolved within the reliabilist framework. Finally, while many of these options do require further defense and elaboration, I have at least shown that there is a multitude of various ways that a reliabilist could address the demon world objection and maintain that reliability continues to remain the hallmark of justification. 55 
